Estimation of the minimum detectable phase change of surface coil for neural current MRI.
Neuronal current magnetic resonance imaging (NC-MRI) is a new method in functional imaging of the brain that could cause the alteration in the phase of magnetic resonance signal. The phase variance is defined as the inverse of the signal to noise ratio (SNR). The intrinsic SNR of the MRI signal is characterized by the coil performance. We evaluated the relation between the geometry and the shape of coils in order to find the minimum detectable change in the signal phase and the possibility of direct detection of neuronal activity by MRI. Full wave equations were solved by the finite element method to calculate the SNR for circular, elliptical, and square shape surface coils. The simulation was repeated for Larmor frequencies of 64 MHz and 85.2 MHz and the coil sizes between 1.5 and 7.5 cm. Relative intrinsic signal to noise ratio (rISNR) of coils with a respect to a selected reference coil and a reference point in the sample was estimated. The circular coil had higher rISNR than other shapes. The increase of the strip width in the coils raised the rISNR 5-20%. For typical imaging parameters, rISNR reference was about 66 which led to a minimum detectable change in MRI signal phase of 0.87° (11.4 nT). It may also be reduced up to tenfold in a 1.5 cm circular coil. Detection of subtle phase signal change due to neuronal activity in surface coils needs a large amount of data acquisition and averaging, but it is intrinsically feasible.